1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Abilities in spatial learning and memory are adversely affected by both normal and pathological aging. Many senior citizens experience great difficulty in navigation in unfamiliar environments (Burns, [@B7]), and it is often the case that topographical disorientation is among the earliest symptoms displayed by patients with Alzheimer\'s disease (Pai and Jacobs, [@B40]). Results from experimental studies have been consistent with these epidemiological observations, showing that elderly participants (either healthy or demented) performed worse than young participants in a variety of spatial learning and memory tasks (for review, see Iachini et al., [@B15]; Moffat, [@B33]; Vlček, [@B55]). In spite of these converging and accumulating findings in the literature, psychological mechanisms of this age-related decline are poorly understood. For example, it is largely unknown whether aging has equal consequences for all types of spatial learning or impacts certain types of spatial learning selectively. The objective of the present study was to address this issue by contrasting the effects of normal aging on spatial memories acquired through two major methods of spatial learning: exploratory navigation in a ground-level (also called *route*) perspective and map reading in an aerial (also called *survey*) perspective (Siegel and White, [@B46]; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, [@B53]).

Previous studies demonstrated age-related decrements of spatial learning both in exploratory navigation and in map reading. Extensive research has been carried out by having participants learn environments through exploratory navigation in the first-person (i.e., ground-level) perspective. Some studies involved real navigation in physical environments (e.g., Kirasic, [@B26]; Barrash, [@B4]; Wilkniss et al., [@B57]; Newman and Kaszniak, [@B38]; Iachini et al., [@B16]), and others utilized simulated navigation in virtual environments (e.g., Moffat et al., [@B36]; Moffat and Resnick, [@B35]; Lövdén et al., [@B29]; Iaria et al., [@B17]; Zakzanis et al., [@B58]; Liu et al., [@B28]). These studies commonly found that young participants acquired knowledge of the environments more accurately or quickly than senior participants (see also Cushman et al., [@B10]). Similarly, when participants learned specific routes on maps first and attempted to trace them in actual environments later, older adults were slower and less accurate (Wilkniss et al., [@B57]; Carelli et al., [@B8]). In addition, young adults tended to use maps more effectively for spatial learning than elderly adults: young adults recalled more landmark locations than elderly adults after studying street maps (Thomas, [@B52]; De Beni et al., [@B11]; Meneghetti et al., [@B31]), and having a map of an environment during exploratory navigation did not enhance elderly adults\' learning of object locations (Sjölinder et al., [@B48]). All of these findings indicates that certain degrees of decline in spatial learning abilities take place in later life regardless of the ways in which an environment is learned. However, because spatial learning by exploratory navigation and spatial learning by map reading were examined separately in the previous studies, it remains unclear whether these two kinds of spatial learning show the same level of decline or one goes down more significantly than the other. Thus, the present study was designed to make a direct comparison between exploratory navigation and map reading to investigate possible differential effects of aging on these two types of spatial learning.

Neuroimaging and neurological studies have provided important clues for addressing this issue. On one hand, neuroimaging studies have suggested that activation in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex in particular, is a key to distinguishing spatial learning through exploratory navigation and spatial learning through map reading. For example, Shelton and colleagues found that encoding of spatial information through exploratory navigation and map reading elicited activations in overlapping areas of the young adult brain, but the MTL was activated more strongly by exploratory navigation than map reading (Shelton and Gabrieli, [@B43]; Shelton and Pippitt, [@B45]). When Borghesani et al. ([@B6]) applied the same paradigm to healthy elderly adults who did not carry the apolipoprotein E ε4 allele, a known genetic risk factor for Alzheimer\'s disease (Strittmatter et al., [@B49]), they found that MTL activity during spatial learning through exploratory navigation but not through map reading was correlated with subsequent performance on a spatial memory test. Furthermore, when similar activations in the MTL were observed while participants learned environmental layouts in other studies, they typically learned environments through exploratory navigation (e.g., Aguirre et al., [@B1]; Grön et al., [@B14]; Moffat et al., [@B34]; Antonova et al., [@B2]; Iglói et al., [@B18]; Marchette et al., [@B30]; but see also Blanch et al., [@B5]). On the other hand, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of age-related brain volume changes have revealed significant atrophy of the MTL in healthy elderly populations (Golomb et al., [@B13]; Jack et al., [@B22], [@B21]; Šimić et al., [@B47]; Insausti et al., [@B20]; Jernigan et al., [@B23]; Scahill et al., [@B42]; Raz et al., [@B41]; but see also Sullivan et al., [@B50], [@B51]). Importantly, this shrinkage of the MTL has actual behavioral consequences on spatial learning: Nedelska et al. ([@B37]) demonstrated that smaller volume of the right hippocampus corresponds to larger impairment of spatial learning in the first-person perspective. Similarly, impaired performance of elderly adults in spatial learning through exploratory navigation correlated with reduced activation of the MTL, which might result from the atrophy of this brain region (Meulenbroek et al., [@B32]; Moffat et al., [@B34]; Antonova et al., [@B2]). Together, these neuroimaging and neurological findings lead to a hypothesis that vulnerability of the MTL to age-related atrophy makes spatial learning through exploratory navigation more susceptible to detrimental effects of increasing age. By contrast, because the MTL is engaged to a lesser extent while encoding spatial information from maps, it is also predicted that spatial learning through map reading would be affected by aging less significantly.

These hypotheses were tested in an experiment reported below. Young and senior participants learned locations of landmarks in virtual environments by viewing them either from a perspective of an observer walking through the environments (i.e., exploratory navigation) or from an aerial perspective that had a constant orientation relative to the environments (i.e., map reading). After learning each environment, they attempted to reproduce the layout of landmarks in a smaller scale. It was predicted that senior participants would reconstruct the layouts less accurately than young participants. More specifically, a greater difference between young and senior groups would be observed following spatial learning through exploratory navigation than that through map reading.

2. Materials and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1. Participants
-----------------

Forty-eight participants gave their informed consent to participate in the experiment. They included 24 young participants (9 males and 15 females, 18--33 years old) and 24 senior participants (13 males and 11 females, 60--80 years old). Means (*M*) and standard deviations (*SD*) of their ages were as follows: *M* = 21, *SD* = 4.76 (young); and *M* = 68.5, *SD* = 5.19 (senior). The exact age of one young participant was not available. These two groups differed significantly in mean ages but not in ratios of males and females, *t*~(45)~ = −31.95, *p* \< 0.001 and χ^2^~(1)~ = 1.34, *p* = 0.25, respectively. They received either monetary compensation or partial credit in a psychology course in return for their participation. They were native or fluent speakers of English and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

All but one senior participant were enrolled in courses at Cleveland State University at the time of the experiment. Thus, although no formal screening was conducted, it was reasonable to assume that they were cognitively healthy individuals.

2.2. Design and procedure
-------------------------

The experimental protocol described below was approved by the institutional review board of Cleveland State University. Four virtual environments of the same size (110 × 130 ft in virtual space) were presented on the display of a desktop computer by using the PsyScope program (Cohen et al., [@B9]). They were visually distinct from each other (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for examples), and each environment contained 10 large landmarks and seven small objects in a unique configuration. They were the same environments as those used in previous studies by Shelton and colleagues (e.g., Shelton and Gabrieli, [@B43]; Shelton and McNamara, [@B44]; Shelton and Pippitt, [@B45]). Each participant viewed all four environments, two from the perspective of a six-foot-tall observer walking through the environments (navigation condition; Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the other two from the perspective of an observer who was 70 ft above the ground and looking straight down (map condition; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In both conditions, approximately 2--3 landmarks were visible in their entirety at any given time (see Figures [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The walk-through of an environment in the navigation condition always began at the southwest corner and proceeded clockwise along the perimeter of the environment (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At each corner, the observer made a 90°-turn to face the new direction of travel. Viewing of an environment in the map condition was carried out in a similar manner. The observer was initially at the southwest corner and moved along four legs of the environment in the same direction. An important difference is that in the map condition the observer maintained the initial orientation (indicated by the arrow labeled as Leg 1 in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) within each environment. Variable orientations and the fixed orientation were utilized in navigation and map conditions, respectively, in order to capture essential aspects of corresponding types of spatial learning: exploratory navigation is conducted in the first-person perspective that varies with an observer, whereas maps are typically read in a single orientation (Shelton and Pippitt, [@B45]).

![**Examples of virtual environments learned by participants in the experiment.** They were presented either from a ground-level perspective in varying orientations **(A)** or from an aerial perspective in a fixed orientation **(B)**. The presentation of each environment began at its southwest corner (lower left corner in the figure) and proceeded clockwise along the four legs **(C)**. These virtual environments were originally created and used by Shelton and colleagues (Shelton and Gabrieli, [@B43]; Shelton and McNamara, [@B44]).](fnagi-04-00014-g0001){#F1}

Participants were instructed to learn the locations of the 10 landmarks for a later memory test. They were given a diagram similar to Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and informed that they would view environments along the four legs in clockwise direction. They were also told that environments would be presented from either a ground-level or an aerial perspective. During the first run of each environment, an experimenter named 10 landmarks that were to be learned. Subsequently, participants viewed six additional runs of the environment by themselves. They were encouraged to pay close attention to all of the subsequent showings of the environment by naming the landmarks every time they appeared on the screen. To clearly indicate which leg they were in at any given moment, a label specifying a leg number was presented for 4 s right before each leg was shown. Each run of an environment took 56 s including the leg labels.

After learning each environment, participants were presented with a dry-erase board on which a rectangle representing the perimeter of the environment was drawn in scale (17.92 × 21.18 cm). It also specified the southwest corner (i.e., the starting point) of the environment and the direction of the first leg, which was aligned with participants\' egocentric orientation at the time of initial presentation of the board. Participants were free to turn the board, if they so chose. They were given 10 identical magnet disks (2 cm diameter), which were to be placed at the locations of landmarks within the rectangle. They were also given names of the 10 landmarks and used them to indicate which disk represented which landmark. They were allowed to place the landmarks in any order and spend unlimited time to complete this task. No error feedback was given to participants.

Following completion of the memory test, participants were presented with a new environment in the same procedure. This study-test sequence was repeated until all four environments were learned and tested. The order of two perspectives was counterbalanced over participants. Four environments were randomly assigned to each perspective with the constraint that each environment appeared in each position of the sequence with equal frequency.

2.3. Data analysis
------------------

The dependent measure was accuracy of the reconstructed layouts of landmarks. It was obtained through extension of bidimensional regression (Tobler, [@B54]). In this technique, a reconstructed layout first undergoes translation, rotation, and linear scaling so that it is transformed into the correct layout as much as possible. The best-fit layout can be uniquely determined by the least square method, and the regression coefficients associated with this transformation are converted into a distortion index (DI), which reflects the overall accuracy of the reconstructed layout independent of translation, rotation, and scaling factors. The DI is a dimensionless value ranging from 0 to 100, with 0 indicating accurate reconstruction of the layout and 100 corresponding to the case in which all landmarks are placed in a single point. Details of the computational procedure are described by Waterman and Gordon ([@B56]).

Although primary independent variables in this experiment were participant groups (young vs. senior) and types of spatial learning (navigation vs. map), it included an additional variable that was not relevant to the present study: once within each type of learning, the four legs of an environment were presented in random order. However, other than increasing the overall distortion of reconstructed layouts of landmarks, this variable showed virtually no interactions with group or learning type. Thus, this additional variable was not included in the analysis. Dropping this variable did not introduce any bias in results reported below because its effect was equally distributed across all conditions (i.e., the three variables were factorially combined).

3. Results {#s3}
==========

DIs from the two environments learned in the same type of learning were averaged within each participant, and then their means and standard deviations were calculated for each age group and for each learning type. They were as follows (see also Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}): *M* = 47.07, *SD* = 19.63 (young, navigation); *M* = 34.27, *SD* = 13.66 (young, map); *M* = 65.51, *SD* = 22.02 (senior, navigation); and *M* = 35.46, *SD* = 14.27 (senior, map). Data were checked for outliers, but only one data point of a senior participant in the map condition fell outside the range of *M* ± 3 *SD*, and excluding this participant did not alter the results at all. Thus, all data points were included in the analysis. DIs were subjected to a split-plot analysis of variance with group (young vs. senior) as a between-subject factor and type of learning (navigation vs. map) as a within-subject factor. Generalized eta squared (η^2^~G~) values are reported below as effect size statistics (Olejnik and Algina, [@B39]; Bakeman, [@B3]).

![**Distortion indices (DIs) as a function of group (young vs. senior) and type of learning (navigation vs. map).** Each dot shows a DI of one participant. For each type of learning, a solid line connects the means of the age groups. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean.](fnagi-04-00014-g0002){#F2}

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows DIs as a function of group and learning type, revealing two major findings. First, following spatial learning through exploratory navigation senior participants created more distorted layouts of landmarks than young participants, but following spatial learning through map reading these two groups performed equivalently. Consistent with these observations, the interaction between group and learning type was significant, *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 7.54, *p* = 0.0086, η^2^~G~ = 0.056. Simple main-effect tests comparing the two age groups yielded a significant result within the navigation condition but not within the map condition, *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 12.40, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^~G~ = 0.21, and *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 0.052, *p* = 0.82, η^2^~G~ = 0.0011, respectively. Additionally, this substantial worsening of senior participants\' performance in the navigation condition made the main effect of group significant, *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 5.49, *p* = 0.024, η^2^~G~ = 0.071. Second, there was an overall difference in the quality of reconstructed layouts between navigation and map conditions: participants reproduced the layouts more accurately after spatial learning through map reading than that through exploratory navigation. This was indicated by the significant main effect of learning type, *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 46.56, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^~G~ = 0.27. Furthermore, a simple main-effect test comparing the two conditions in the young group was also significant, *F*~(1,\ 46)~ = 8.31, *p* = 0.0060, η^2^~G~ = 0.15, showing that accuracy of reproduced layouts was reliably different between navigation and map conditions even among young participants.

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

The present study was conducted to investigate whether increasing age has differential impacts on spatial learning through exploratory navigation in the first-person (i.e., ground-level) perspective and map reading in an aerial perspective. On the basis of previous findings that encoding of spatial information from the first-person perspective strongly engages the MTL and that this brain region is susceptible to age-related atrophy, it was hypothesized that elderly adults would be especially impaired at learning an environmental layout by navigating in the environment. Results from the experiment supported this hypothesis, showing that (1) senior participants constructed the layouts of landmarks less accurately than young participants after learning them through exploratory navigation; and (2) young and senior participants reproduced the layouts with equivalent accuracy after learning them through map reading. These data suggest that not all types of spatial learning are affected equally by aging. Rather, it is suggested that seniors\' ability in learning environments from maps is better maintained through normal aging processes than their ability to acquire spatial knowledge from actual navigational experiences.

It is noteworthy that in the experiment young and senior participants performed equivalently after learning environments through maps. This suggests that the observed difference between the two age groups in the navigation condition cannot be explained entirely by general age-related factors such as slower speed of information processing and less familiarity with computers. In navigation and map conditions, the environments were presented at comparable rates (i.e., approximately the same number of landmarks were visible at any given time in both conditions), and identical learning and test procedures were employed. Furthermore, the competent performance of senior participants in the map condition supports the observation that they were cognitively healthy individuals. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the decreased accuracy of spatial memories in the navigation condition was indicative of specific effects of normal aging on spatial learning through exploratory navigation.

It is also important to note that although the present study found little difference between young and senior participants in the map condition, it does not necessarily indicate that there would be no age-related decline in map reading abilities. As discussed in the introduction, previous studies showed that elderly adults had a tendency to acquire spatial knowledge from maps less proficiently than young adults (Thomas, [@B52]; De Beni et al., [@B11]; Meneghetti et al., [@B31]). A notable difference from the present study is that in these studies participants were asked to recall both landmark identities and their locations. On the other hand, in the present study, participants were given names of to-be-remembered landmarks in the beginning of a test phase. This most likely reduced the burden on their spatial memories, helping senior participants perform competently in the map condition. Nevertheless, in the navigation condition, this advantage did not eliminate the age difference in spatial learning and memory.

Previous studies on age-related changes in spatial learning suggested that among various processes of spatial learning elderly adults have trouble in cognitive mapping in particular, a process with which observers build the mental representation of a configuration of object locations that are experienced separately (e.g., Iaria et al., [@B17]; Liu et al., [@B28]). In these studies, participants learned large-scale environments through exploratory navigation in the first-person perspective and subsequently attempted to create layouts of landmarks from an aerial perspective. Consistent with the navigation condition of the present study, senior participants in the previous studies were impaired at this task compared to young participants. By contrast, although the same cognitive mapping process was involved in the map condition of the present study, senior participants reconstructed the layouts as accurately as young participants. This suggests that the integration process itself with which landmark locations are combined into the entire layout remains intact in elderly adults. Instead, impaired performance observed in the previous studies and in the navigation condition likely stemmed from declines in the ability of (1) encoding spatial information from the ground-level perspective, (2) transforming spatial information from ground-level into aerial perspectives, or (3) aligning landmarks learned from multiple orientations with each other, as none of these was necessary in the map condition.

Related to the above, it should be explicitly pointed out that in the present study the memory test was conducted in an aerial perspective that was also used for encoding spatial information in the map condition. As a consequence, participants had to transform spatial information from ground-level to aerial perspectives only in the navigation condition. This transformation was expected to have minimal influence (at least in young participants) because when a similar task was performed by young adults in previous studies, layouts of equivalent accuracy were constructed after learning environments from ground-level and aerial perspectives (Shelton and Gabrieli, [@B43]; Shelton and McNamara, [@B44]; Shelton and Pippitt, [@B45]). However, in the present study, even young participants created more accurate layouts of landmarks in the map condition than in the navigation condition. Although it is not readily clear why there was this discrepancy in findings, the present result does indicate that effects of perspective transformation were not negligible in the navigation condition. This is potentially important for explaining the observed age-related difference in this condition, given that the MTL has been shown to be involved in manipulation of viewpoints in spatial memory (King et al., [@B25]; Lee et al., [@B27]); that is, the ability to mentally transform perspectives can decline in aging, possibly causing selective impairment in the navigation condition (Inagaki et al., [@B19]; Joanisse et al., [@B24]; Devlin and Wilson, [@B12]). Thus, in future studies it would be informative to include tasks that do not require transforming perspectives between learning and test in both navigation and map conditions (e.g., a scene recognition task; Shelton and McNamara, [@B44]). Such tasks would help clarify whether it was types of spatial learning *per se* or mental transformation of spatial information that impacted performance of senior participants in the present study.

Spatial learning through exploratory navigation and spatial learning through map reading are different in a number of respects. The present study focused on two most notable differences between them: perspectives and orientations. Exploratory navigation is carried out in a ground-level perspective with variable orientations, whereas maps are read from an aerial perspective in a stable orientation. In the present study, they were varied simultaneously between navigation and map conditions for achieving naturalistic simulation of exploratory navigation and map reading. Although this approach was effective in revealing the selective effect of aging on spatial learning through exploratory navigation, the present data alone cannot determine whether it originated from viewing environments from the ground-level perspective or learning environmental layouts with varying orientations. Similarly, for the purpose of making strict comparisons between the two conditions, some characteristics of each type of spatial learning were not captured in the present study. For example, one typical advantage of map reading over exploratory navigation is that observers can learn a greater portion of an environment from a single point of view. However, this advantage was not available in the present experiment because approximately the same number of landmarks were made visible at any given time in both conditions in order to avoid a potential confound of general age difference in information processing speed. It is important for future studies to examine possible roles of these unexplored factors in age-related changes in spatial learning abilities. Such investigations should bring about a clearer understanding of elderly adults\' challenges in spatial learning and memory, and eventually a solution for easing their difficulties.
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